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1st Plenary Meeting - 26 November 1945
Silent Coverage:

1 Exterior of Church House, London. Exterior shots of various delegates arriving, (among them P.H. Spaak from Belgium, V.K. Wellington Koo from China, Eduardo Zuleta Angel from Colombia, Shaki el Wadi from Iraq, Amil Faisal from Saudi Arabia, Andrei Gromyko from USSR, various delegates from Egypt, Turkey and other countries.)

2 Interiors of Assembly Hall. Various shots of presiding table - delegates listening, applauding - on floor speakers addressing Assembly.
Sound Coverage:

3 Temporary President P.S. Noel Ba (UK)
opening meeting, welcoming delegates.
Delegates applauding.

4 Spaak speaking in French. Delegates
applauding.

5 Baker declaring agenda adopted and announcing
election for President of Eduardo Zuleta Angel
(by acclamation). Newly elected president
taking chair. Applauds.

6 New President addressing assembly in French.
Delegates applauding.

Silent Coverage:

7 Various delegations on floor, listening,
applauding (among them sitting side by side -
Amil Faisal and Andrei Gromyko (npl.s.)
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4th Plenary Meeting - 23 December 1945

8 Extracts from closing address by President. 945 65
9 Extract from speech by Baker. 1030 85
10 Extract from speech by Koo. Applauds. 1140 110

For sound see: Preparatory Commission - 1945/1946
"23 Journal UNPC, English, French" at UN Documents Library.